NAPTOSA VIDEO SERIES

NAPTOSA has begun development of video series on important aspects of the PAM as well as Professional Matters.

Policy documents are inevitably written in a legalistic manner, making their reading complicated and often “boring”. With the series we hope to extract the essentials of the policy documents and convey the technical information contained therein in a simplified and understandable manner.

A number of the videos have already been prepared and it is aimed to release them in sequence on a daily basis on the NAPTOSA website until the current batches have been exhausted, after which further videos will be uploaded as and when completed.

For this purpose, a new section, “NAPTOSA Videos” has been created on the website’s main page (https://www.naptosa.org.za/). The most recent videos will be uploaded there with a link to archived videos. Under the link the videos will be grouped under specific categories, e.g. PAM, Professional Matters, Labour Matters, etc. A “General” category will also be created where clips of NAPTOSA participation in TV interviews will be displayed.

Members are encouraged to visit the new feature on the website to access this useful source of information. For those who prefer You Tube, the videos will also be accessible on this platform by clicking on the You Tube icon on the website.
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